


SYSTEMS  
Make the most of your space with versatile panel systems. Designed for customizing, 

panel systems allow you to build a single work area or divide an entire floor in any 

size office. Get the office you need and the flexibility you want with systems that can 

change with your business.



Eclipse Panels are an affordable, heavy-duty commercial grade panel system designed 

to support panel-mounted worksurfaces, wrap-around freestanding desks or simply act 

as room dividers. Easy to install, easy to configure and a stylish contemporary design 

makes Solero Eclipse a welcome addition to any office environment.
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HEIGHT  
ADJUSTABLE TABLES 
Sit-to-stand working is easy when you have a table with the power to move with you. The human body 

wasn’t meant to sit for hours on end; and as your body’s needs change throughout the day, these 

height adjustable tables change with you.



Enhance Height Adjustable Tables are ideal for a variety of environments from multi user applications to single 

user offices. Taking productivity to the next level our height adjustable tables just got even better. Featuring an 

industrial load capacity with a 2-motor system is programmable from 24”h to 72”h and easy to adjust. Offered in 

black, silver or white to compliment any décor. 
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PRIVATE OFFICES 
As your home away from home and the place where you spend most of your waking hours, your office 

should welcome, motivate, and inspire. Discover your style here, with desk and storage configurations to 

keep you organized and efficient, and design elements to bring your perfect office to life. 
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See your office from a new angle with the Signature Series. 

Available in Black or Silver metal leg options. Also available in 

Natural Oak, Modern Walnut or Newport Grey wood leg options.
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Upgrade your workspace with the Encore Series. 

Crisp lines meet ingenious storage solutions in one 

stylishly modern package.

Black Silver
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The Classic Collection from Source delivers executive style and functionality with a nod to 

today’s healthy workplace. Its high-density laminate and DuraEdge detailing will stand up 

to years of productivity, and its Greenguard Certification ensures cleaner air in your office. 

Discover the pleasure of working well, at a desk you love.
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RECEPTION STATIONS
The reception station is your business’s handshake and introduction. Make the right 

first impression with desks designed to be as functional as they are stylish. Modern or 

classic, angular or organic, there’s a reception station to make a statement as unique 

as your business.



Create Reception Desks that are stylish and functional with the Borders Reception & Panel System. Borders is a modular desk mounted 

system that can be retrofitted to most Performance laminate desks in a manner that allows you to define your space the way you want.
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CONFERENCE TABLES
Whether it’s hosting client meetings, sta� collaborations, or impromptu lunches, a 

conference table is the centerpiece of your office. Choose the perfect combination of 

size, function, and technology to suit your space, and bring people and productivity 

together in comfortable style.



Experience classic design, squared. Our 

Cube Base Conference Tables come in 

racetrack, boat-shape, and square styles,  

in many finishes and a world of size options. 
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Featuring bold, 1.5” thick tops, 3mm 

DuraEdge, and designer v-leg base accents, 

the Signature Series adds a sophisticated, 

contemporary look to your meeting space.
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Our Classic Series Conference Tables bring polish to your boardroom with style 

built to last. Available in Racetrack and Boat-Shaped style tops. The 1.5” table top 

with 3mm DuraEdge will stand up to years of successful meetings.
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Classic Plus Conference Tables features bold, 1.5” thick tops, 3mm 

DuraEdge, and designer metal base accents, the Classic Plus adds a 

sophisticated, contemporary look to your meeting space.



CAFÉ AND MEETING TABLES
Bring versatility to your common spaces with café and meeting tables for all. In regular 

and bistro heights, with a variety of shapes and finishes, café tables provide a relaxed 

alternative to the boardroom or workstation. Turn any space into comfortable space, 

where sta� can create, collaborate, or just unplug.



Performance Classic meeting tables are available in a round or square table top style, with a 

classic or a beveled edge finish. These meeting table options provide flexibility and function to 

any conference space.
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This modular table with panel and storage cabinet puts functionality at your fingertips that lets you design your 

space. The wall panel is 72”H x 48”W x 4”D. Table base comes in a Silver finish. Visit source.ca or contact 

an office furniture specialist for alternate sizes and base style options.
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Our Classic Double Base Brushed Metal Conference Tables provide extra style and elegance to any boardroom. Choose 

a racetrack, boat-shaped or beveled square top style to suit your space. The 1.5” tabletop will stand up to years of successful 

meetings. Silver grommet covers are standard.
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SOFT SEATING
Welcome, invite, impress. Configure your reception or common areas with furniture for 

a few or a lot. Create intimate conversation corners with club chairs and end tables, or 

provide seating for many with bench and sofa seating. Get comfort and durability with 

uncompromising style.



Contemporary styling and a modular design makes 

the Compose Reception Series the perfect fit for 

any office environment. Customize your layout by 

choosing from the components which best suit your 

needs. Available in durable and functional Black 

bonded leather.
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Sleek European styling makes Tribeca 

Reception Seating the perfect choice for office 

or home. Featuring contemporary design, durable 

construction and outstanding value. Stocked in 

Black premium bonded leather.
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The perfect complement to the contemporary work space or home. Madison Reception Seating 

features a wide open architecture, an eclectic tubular design and outstanding comfort. Heavy 

duty spring construction and deep cushioning. Available in Black bonded leather.
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Dream, design and discover your perfect modern space 

with the Brighton Reception Series. Brighton’s clean, 

modular pieces include a club chair, right or left single-arm 

and armless components that come together in endless 

configurations. Whether you want to stretch out or lean in, 

Brighton makes anything possible!
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SEATING
Strike a professional chord with furnishings that reflect your own unique style. From ergonomic task seating to get 

you through a day of multi-tasking, or functional guest seating for a few or a crowd, you’ll find comfort, style, and 

performance with design cues versatile enough for all.

CoolMesh Pro Plus High Back  
with Headrest

CoolMesh style just got bumped to First Class. With 

mesh back and arm supports in modern White, back 

lumbar support and aluminum base. Also stocked 

in Blue, Red, Grey, and Green fabric, Black leather, 

and Black or Grey antimicrobial vinyl with silver ion 

technology seat at a slight upcharge. 

Greenguard certified. Features Black 

fabric seat and mesh back. Also stocked in 

Blue, Red, Grey, and Green fabric, Black 

leather, and Black or Grey antimicrobial vinyl 

with silver ion technology seat at a slight 

upcharge. 

CoolMesh Pro High-Back Chair  
with HeadrestCoolMesh High-Back Chair

Expand your possibilities with the CoolMesh Seating 

Series. Also stocked in Blue, Red, Grey, and Green 

fabric, Black leather, and Black or Grey antimicrobial 

vinyl with silver ion technology seat at a slight 

upcharge. 
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Marlie Swivel Guest Chair

This mid-back chair design promotes a more contemporary and 

modern feel. It is ideal in many applications; home offices, meeting 

rooms, touch down stations and open area applications. Marlie 

features a smaller seating profile and comes in a durable, easy to 

clean upholstery. Stocked in Grey fabric.
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Avery Stacking Guest Chair

The lightweight and stylish Avery Stacking Guest Chair make a 

quick set-up a snap! This versatile solution goes from morning 

seminar to breakout lunch, to afternoon reception with ease. 

When it’s all finished, just stack and store!  The Avery features 

a chrome frame with a sturdy polypropylene glass fibre back 

and seat.
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Bleeker Street Seating

Discover lasting performance in a clearly simple package. Bleeker Street Seating combines cool, 

minimalist design with high-performance materials to bring style and functionality to every space. 

Offered in a regular-height chair as well as a bistro-height with regular or low profile back.
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CoolMesh Pro Plus High Back with Headrest

CoolMesh style just got bumped to First Class. With 

mesh back and arm supports in modern White, back 

lumbar support and aluminum base, the CoolMesh 

Pro Plus delivers the ergonomic features you know in 

a new, stand-out style package.

CoolMesh High-Back Chair

Expand your possibilities with the CoolMesh Seating 

Series. O�ering High and Mid back options, the 

CoolMesh and CoolMesh Pro provide multiple 

comfort adjustments and outstanding ergonomic 

support in a customizable package. 

Greenguard certified. Features Black fabric 

seat and mesh back. Also stocked in Blue, 

Red, and Green fabric and Black leather seat 

at a slight upcharge. 

CoolMesh Pro High-Back Chair with Headrest
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Nova High-Back Chair

Nova marries eye-catching style and state of the art function to create 

a unique statement piece for your office or boardroom. Its durable 

design includes a knee-tilt mechanism for exceptional comfort in an 

uncompromisingly professional presentation. 

Stocked in Black bonded leather and White leathertek. Also 

available in Espresso or Grey bonded leather  

and Red leathertek.

Nova Mid-Back Chair

Focus High-Back Chair

Greenguard certified. Features a knee tilt mechanism for an 

enhanced recline. Stocked in Black Checkered mesh with  

Black fabric seat. 

Focus Mid-Back Chair

Greenguard certified. Features a knee tilt mechanism for an 

enhanced recline. Stocked in Black Checkered mesh with 

Black fabric seat. 
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